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There are many ways to spell long ê.

ee:  meet e at the end:  me
ea:  peach y at the end:  happy
ie:  chief Tag-along e:  breeze   tease

Write the words that rhyme with the first word in each group and have the  
same spelling pattern. 

1. sleep  k  d
2. scream  t  dr
3. bunny  f  s
4. grief  ch  th
5. peach  t  r
6. she  b  m
7. sneeze  br  squ
8. belief  r

I do

We do
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 1.  A little wind is a  .

 2.  To do again is to  .

 3.  When a team loses, it’s a  .

 4.  What you think is your  .

 5.  A hug is a nice kind of  .

 6.  To help someone is to give  .

 7.  If you are scared, you might  .

 8.  To go away is to  .

 9.  The color of spring is  .

 10.  A  is a ruler and 

 a  is a robber.

Write the correct spelling word to complete each sentence. Spelling List

green

queen

breeze

squeeze

repeat 

defeat

scream

leave

brief

thief

belief

relief

We do

I do
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Remember, the long ê sound can be written as ee, ea, or ie.

Write ee, ea, or ie to finish the long ê words and complete the sentences.

1. ea

My dog likes to eat 

m__t  .

 2. ie

The storm was 

br__f  .

 3. ee

I have to 

sw__p  

the floor.

4. ee

Flowers make me 

sn__ze  .

 5. ie

The police will find 

the th__f  .

 6. ea

He had to 

l__ve  

in a hurry.

 7. ea

It’s fun to play at a 

b__ch  .

 8. ee

She likes to 

sl__p  there.

 9. ie

May I have the largest

p__ce  ?

We do

I do
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These long eè words are homophones.  
You must know their meaning to  
decide how they are spelled.

bee   be  1. Tic will  glad to find a  .
  Circle the word that is an insect.

see   sea  2. I  a big boat on the  .
  Circle the word that means ocean.

meat   meet  3. I’ll  you at the  counter. 
  Circle the word that is something to eat.

peek   peak  4. Take a  at the mountain  . 
  Circle the word that means a tiny look.

heal   heel  5. The blister on my  is starting to  . 
  Circle the word that is part of your foot.

week   weak  6. Last  I was sick and felt  .
  Circle the word that is the opposite of strong.

tee   tea  7. I spilled  on my  shirt.
  Circle the word that is something to drink.

Read the two blue homophones at the left, then write them correctly on the lines.

It’s good to  
be a bee!

We do

I do
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Use the pink words below to complete the crossword puzzle. 
 people either leave deer
 repeat leaf team been
 complete leaves dear bean

Down
 1.  an animal
 2.  do again
 3.  more than one of 7 across
 9.  plural of person
 10.  a type of seed that is edible

Across
0 1.  a letter’s greeting
0 4.  one or the other

0 5.  “How have you _______ ?”
0 6.  a sports group
0 7.  a single part of a tree
0 8.  finish
 11.  go away

1
d

2
r

3
l

4
e

5
b

6
t

7
l

8
c

9
p

10
b

11
l

We do

I do
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1.  What does Ms. Blossom mean when she says the kids have spring fever?  
 They are hot because it’s spring outside. 
 They must be sick with the flu. 
 They are wiggly, restless, and need exercise.

2.   Turn to page 95 in your Reader and find the two words  
Ms. Blossom uses to describe the feeling of spring fever. 

  

3.  Why are Tac and Toc mad at Tic?
 Tic wants to look for bees rather than play with them.
 Tic has spring fever and is acting silly.
 Tic teased them for being afraid of bees. 

4.  What do Tac and Toc do about Tic’s interest in bees?
 They warn Tic to be careful about getting stung.
 They find books for Tic to read about bees.
 They tease Tic, calling her and Alf the Bee Team.

5.   Does Alf think Tac and Toc should worry about Tic’s interest in bees?  
 yes      no       

Why or why not? (Look at the last lines on page 101.) 

Answer the questions about the stories on pages 94–101 in your Reader. 
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There are many ways to spell long â.

ai: fail ay: play able: table
ea: steak Super e: mâke

Write the words that rhyme with and have the same spelling pattern as the first word in 
each group. 

1. jail  p  t
2. day  pl  st
3. cake  m  l
4. rain  m  tr
5. gate  l  pl
6. space  r  f
7. stable  c  t
8. break  st

I do

We do
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Write the spelling words that match the definitions or complete  
the sentences.

Spelling List

steak

break

great

stay

holiday

yesterday 

stain

plain

explain

table

cable

fable

We do

I do

1.  better than good   

2.  Something that’s not fancy is  .

3.  The day before today was  .

4.  a kind of meat   

5.  A strong, thick cord is a  .

6.  If you don’t go, you  .

7.  A spot that won’t go away is a  .

8.  what you have dinner on   

9.  A day of celebration is a  .

10.  A story with a lesson is a  .

11.  If you drop a dish, it will  .

12.  Please  what this means.
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nail  late day  steak  table

Underline all the words in the story with the long â sound. Then list each word in the 
correct group to show how the long â is spelled in the word.

Remember, long â can be spelled different ways. 

We do

I do

ai a_e ay

able

ea

Oswald’s birthday is coming up. 

He can’t wait for his party. His dad will make  
a fancy cake. Oswald and his friends can play 
party games. Or maybe they will be able to go 
somewhere special. Oswald knows his party will  
be great. He will mail the invitations today.
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Write the titles with correct capitalization.

1.  lost at sea 

2.  make way for ducks!

3.  mercy watson fights crime 

4.  what makes popcorn pop? 

5.  the bears on hemlock mountain 

6.  breakout at the bug lab 

7.  water, water, everywhere 

Capitalize the first word in a title and all important words. 
Do not capitalize a little word such as a, the, and, but, to, for, 
of, in, on, or up unless it is the first word. 

We do

I do
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Choose the correct spelling words to complete the sentences.
 steak   stain  great  table   explain 
 fable    stay plain   break   yesterday

We do

I do

1.  The kids got Oswald’s party invitation  .

Cass had to  why she couldn’t go. 

2.  Alf read a  about an ant and a grasshopper. 

He thought the story had a  lesson in it.

3.   Frits spilled grape drink on the  white rug. 

Now there is a small purple  on it. 

4.  Lily’s family is taking a trip over spring  .

They will  at her uncle’s house.

5.  Dinner was on the  . It was grilled

  and corn on the cob.
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1.  What does Cass say when Oswald first tells her about his party?   
 She doesn’t like parties very much.
 She wants to come, but she’ll ask her mom.
 She can’t go because she has to go to Brownies. 

2.  Why do Cass’s feelings change when she talks to Ana?
 because Ana invites her to go hiking instead
 because Ana says Oswald isn’t very nice to her
 because Ana says girls don’t go to boys’ parties in second grade  

3.  What reason does Cass give Oswald for why she can’t go to his party?  

4.  What is the real reason Cass doesn’t want to go to Oswald’s party?  

5.   What does Cass find out that makes her sorry  
she said she couldn’t go to Oswald’s party? 

  There is going to be a magic show at  
the party.

  The whole class is going to the party  
at the Roosters game.

  Oswald is mad at her for not wanting  
to come to his party. 

Answer the questions about the stories on pages 104–111 in your Reader. 
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